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Eating represents a choice among many alternative behaviors. The purpose of this review is to provide an overview of how food reinforcement and behavioral choice theory are related to eating and to show how this theoretical approach may help organize research on eating from molecular genetics through treatment and prevention of obesity. Special emphasis is placed on how food reinforcement and behavioral choice theory are relevant to understanding excess energy intake and obesity and how they provide a framework for examining factors that may influence eating and are outside of those that may regulate energy homeostasis. Methods to measure food reinforcement are reviewed, along with factors that influence the reinforcing value of eating. Contributions of neuroscience and genetics to the study of food reinforcement are illustrated by using the example of dopamine. Implications of food reinforcement for obesity and positive energy balance are explored, with suggestions for novel approaches to obesity treatment based on the synthesis of behavioral and pharmacological approaches to food reinforcement.
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Choice is ubiquitous. There are many choices that people make that influence their eating and body weight, beginning with how early to get up, to exercise before breakfast or to sleep in, what to have for breakfast, and so on. These choices are made in the context of alternatives, many of which are pleasurable and exert considerable influence to do these behaviors rather than others. The morning is a good time for many people to choose to exercise, but a warm bed and a little extra sleep time represent a powerful alternative that even the most enthusiastic exerciser confronts and often succumbs to. Similarly, eating a good breakfast starts the day off right, but a pastry and coffee may be particularly inviting alternative foods that taste very good and may tempt many away from healthy cereal and fruit. This article provides a theoretical framework for understanding motivation to eat, how people make choices about eating versus engaging in other behaviors, and how these theoretical approaches can provide insights into obesity, mechanisms that regulate food choice, and implications of choice theory for interventions. One of the unique aspects of food reinforcement and behavioral theories of choice is the way in which they can be used to understand factors that influence eating at multiple levels. Table 1 provides examples of the multiple levels of analysis, using the framework of micro to environmental levels of analysis. This framework will be used to organize the literature that is reviewed.

The Reinforcing Value of Food

A reinforcer is a stimulus that increases the rate of a behavior that it follows. For example, when a dog learns a trick to get a dog treat, the treat is the reinforcer. The reinforcing value, or reinforcer efficacy (Bickel, Marsch, & Carroll, 2000), of a stimulus refers to how much behavior the stimulus will support, or the response-strengthening function of reinforcement. Strong reinforcers can motivate a lot of behavior, whereas weaker reinforcers do not support very much behavior. It is not surprising to consider that many drugs of abuse are strong reinforcers as drug addicts will engage in a substantial amount of behavior to gain access to these strong reinforcers. Food is a strong reinforcer and, in some contexts, may be a more powerful reinforcer than are drugs of abuse (Hursch & Bauman, 1987).

Consumption of some reinforcers may be regulated, as the patterns of responding adjust to match the consumption of a regulated reinforcer. For example, when the dose of alcohol is varied the number of alcohol self-administrations is inversely related to dose, so that alcohol consumption can be regulated (Karoly, Winger, Ikomi, & Woods, 1978). An analogy to food regulation might be that if subjects are working for a slice of pizza as the reinforcer and the portion size is reduced in half, then subjects would double the amount of work they are willing to do to maintain the same amount of pizza. On the other hand, responding may also be a function of the concentration of the substance. Rats will increase responding in a dose-response manner as the
concentration of sucrose increases (Sclafani & Ackroff, 2003). If the animals were working to gain a regulated amount of sucrose, then they would respond less, rather than more, as the concentration increased.

The process of presenting a reinforcer contingent on behavior and observing increases in the rate of the behavior is called positive reinforcement. Positive reinforcement is one example of the law of effect, which is defined by the more general rule that the rate of instrumental behavior depends on its effect on the environment (Bouton, 2007). The process of a behavior producing a positive consequence is also called reward learning, and the positive events can also be called rewards. In many cases, reward and reinforcer have similar meanings, but we have tried to use the terms reinforcement or reward consistently with the author’s use of the terms. The behavior that is associated with presentation of the contingent event can be described as instrumental or operant behavior. In situations in which we refer to the differences in the amount of work that subjects engage in to get access to reinforcers, we refer to these behaviors as motivated behaviors.

Behavioral Theories of Choice: Relative Reinforcing Value and Choice Among Multiple Alternatives

Reinforcer efficacy, or reinforcer value, can be defined in terms of how many responses are made to obtain food (Epstein & Saelens, 2000). Schedules of reinforcement establish how much work is needed to gain access to the reinforcer. The most common method for evaluating the efficacy of a single reinforcer, which is referred to as absolute (rather than relative) reinforcing value, is to arrange for a subject to gain access to a reinforcer by responding on progressive ratio schedules of reinforcement. In progressive ratio schedules, the schedule requirements are progressively increased after a reinforcer is obtained. For example, a subject may have to make 10 responses to obtain the first reinforcer, 100 to get the second, 1,000 to get the third, and so on. Reinforcer efficacy is most commonly defined in terms of the breakpoint—the point at which subjects stop responding. A reinforcer that maintains a higher breakpoint is considered to be more reinforcing than is a commodity for which subjects terminate responding earlier (Richardson & Roberts, 1996). The amount of behavior that a specific reinforcer will support can be compared across substances just as the abuse liability of drugs can be compared in animals (Ator & Griffiths, 2003; Balster & Bigelow, 2003) and humans (Griffiths, Bigelow, & Ator, 2003).

Outside of the laboratory, people usually are not presented with only one option but rather have to choose how to allocate time, behavior, and resources among several alternatives. The paradigm for evaluating reinforcer efficacy can be extended to two or more choices, and the theoretical base for considering choice among multiple reinforcers is behavioral choice theory (Vuchinich & Tucker, 1988). The core paradigm for studying choice is to provide access to two or more alternatives and to vary the amount of work (schedules of reinforcement) required to gain access to each of the alternatives. This allows for the determination of the relative reinforcing value of the alternatives. In the concurrent schedule paradigm, the subject needs to choose which alternative to work for. If the schedules of reinforcement are the same for both alternatives, then the pattern of responses will most likely reflect the reinforcing value of each alternative. Choice responding, which is often referred to as preference, depends on the reinforcing value of the alternatives and constraints on the alternatives. For example, if someone has equal access to two types of food in the home, and both are ready to eat and require the same behavioral cost to prepare, then they are likely to choose the meal that they find most reinforcing. However, if the behavioral cost of the preferred meal is much higher than that of the less-preferred meal, and it requires a lot of preparation and perhaps leaving the house to obtain new ingredients, the person may shift preference from the more-preferred to less-preferred meal. If the behavioral cost of an alternative is increased, then someone will shift choice from preferred to less-preferred foods (Lappalainen & Epstein, 1990).

One way to define how reinforcing an alternative is in relationship to a second alternative is to establish baseline responding for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of analysis</th>
<th>Research area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genetic</td>
<td>Identify genes associated with excess energy intake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular</td>
<td>Use co-twin design to control for the influence of genetics and test the influence of the environment on food reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td>Use co-twin design to control for the influence of genetics and test the influence of the environment on food reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiological</td>
<td>Identify brain mechanisms associated with food as a reinforcer and substitution of nonfood for food reinforcers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurobiological</td>
<td>Determine the role of insulin and glucose in food reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic</td>
<td>Compare food reinforcement value for carbohydrates, fat, and protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td>Identify role of deprivation and satiation on food reinforcement value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutritional</td>
<td>Identify alternatives to food as a reinforcer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td>Test agents to reduce reinforcing value of food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderators of food reinforcement</td>
<td>Identify alternatives to food as a reinforcer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td>Increase variety for healthy foods and reduce variety for less healthy foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacological</td>
<td>Increase prices (taxes) on high energy dense, low nutrient dense foods, and/or reduce prices (subsidies) on low energy dense, high nutrient dense foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td>Increase variety for healthy foods and reduce variety for less healthy foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Increase prices (taxes) on high energy dense, low nutrient dense foods, and/or reduce prices (subsidies) on low energy dense, high nutrient dense foods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
both alternatives and then place constraints on access to the more reinforcing alternative while the behavioral cost of responding for the least-preferred alternative stays the same. In this paradigm, there will be a greater rate of responding for the more-preferred alternative when the behavioral costs are equal, but as the behavioral cost for the more-preferred alternative increases relative to the cost for the less-preferred alternative, the responses should indicate a shift from responding for the more- to the less-preferred alternative. The point at which the work shifts from the most-preferred to least-preferred alternative defines the crossover or switch point, which provides an estimate of the relative reinforcing value of that commodity. Another approach is to increase the behavioral cost for each alternative separately as that alternative is earned. In this paradigm, the behavioral costs for each alternative increase independently on the basis of responding for each alternative. As described by Bickel (Bickel et al., 2000), increasing the behavioral cost can shift the pattern of responding. For example, there may be no differences in choice between two alternatives when the behavioral costs to obtain them are the same, but definite preferences for one of the alternatives may be observed when the behavioral cost increases. Alternatively, someone may have a relative preference for one alternative when the cost to obtain the alternatives is low, but as the behavioral cost increases, the preferences may shift to the alternative that was initially least preferred (Bickel et al., 2000).

Comparing the reinforcing value of alternative reinforcers with study-relative reinforcing value is a time-consuming process. An alternative method for determining relative reinforcing value may be to use a questionnaire. Griffiths and colleagues (Griffiths, Rush, & Puhala, 1996) developed a questionnaire to assess the relative reinforcing value of nicotine, which has been adapted for food by Goldfield and colleagues (Goldfield, Epstein, Davidson, & Saad, 2005). Questionnaires have been used in previous research to determine a food reinforcement phenotype that interacted with dopamine genotypes to predict food intake (Epstein et al., 2004b). The use of a questionnaire to get an estimate of relative reinforcing value provides the opportunity to test a wider number of alternatives that can then be further studied with more precise behavioral measures in laboratory settings.

The relationship between responding and response requirements as defined by the schedule of reinforcement can be considered by constructing demand curves. Demand curves provide an indication of the proportional change in responding as a function of proportional change in behavioral requirements to gain access to food (Figure 1). Figure 1, adapted from a theoretical analysis of demand curves and reinforcer efficacy in behavioral pharmacology (Bickel et al., 2000), presents rates of responding and energy consumed as a function of the amount of work required to earn a reinforcer, which is specified at fixed ratio (FR) schedules of FR 1, FR 10, through FR 10,000. An FR 10,000 schedule requires 10,000 responses to gain access to a reinforcer, which is a higher behavioral cost than an FR 1,000 schedule, which requires 1,000 responses to gain access to the reinforcer, and so on. As the figure shows, as behavioral cost increases from FR 1,000 to FR 10,000, responses to obtain food decrease, and so does energy consumption. This relationship can be considered as an indication of demand elasticity. Elasticity is a function of behavioral cost such that from an FR of 1 to an FR of 1,000 the curve is relatively inelastic, that is, subjects increase their responding linearly to maintain a relatively constant energy intake. However, the relationship between responding and food is elastic for FRs greater than 1,000. These shifts in the pattern of responding as a function of changes in the behavioral cost to obtain the reinforcer provide a strong rationale that reinforcer efficacy cannot be established on the basis of comparisons at one response requirement. Because preference depends in part on the behavioral cost, evaluation of choice on reinforcer efficacy at one behavioral cost provides only a very limited view of absolute or relative reinforcing values of behaviors. Just as the effects of a drug cannot be determined by studying one dose, reinforcer effectiveness needs to be tested across multiple response requirements.

One of the most relevant aspects of the demand curve for application to eating is the cause of the shift from elastic to inelastic consumption, or a shift from increasing responding for food to reducing responding for food. The change in the shape of the curve is likely due to a combination of satiation of the reinforcer and demands placed on the subject by the increased work required by the schedule. The use of the term satiation in reinforcement theory refers to the point at which subjects have consumed enough of the reinforcer so that they will not engage in any more behavior to obtain it. We return to other uses of the term satiation in a later section.

**Absolute Versus Relative Reinforcing Value**

Food reinforcement can be measured with either absolute or relative reinforcing value, or whether only one or multiple options are available. The patterns of responding in single versus concur-
rent schedules may be similar, and a behavior that is very reinforcing in one paradigm may be determined to be very reinforcing in the other paradigm (Bickel et al., 2000). Whereas this is true for many comparisons, there may be important exceptions that warrant use of choice paradigms. One of the basic assumptions of choice paradigms is that choice depends in part on the alternative that is available (Bickel, Madden, & Petry, 1998). Thus, if the alternative has low reinforcing value, then there may be few differences between absolute and relative reinforcing value. However, if the alternative is very reinforcing, then the absolute and relative reinforcing values may be quite different. Take for example assessment of the absolute reinforcing value of an apple or the relative reinforcing value of the apple versus broccoli. Because for most people broccoli is not a very reinforcing alternative, the determination of absolute and relative reinforcing value for the apple should be similar. However, consider if chocolate is the alternative to the apple. In this case, the relative reinforcing value of the apple versus chocolate would likely be lower in comparison with the absolute reinforcing value of the apple when studied alone.

In addition, a choice paradigm provides information on relative reinforcer efficacy that is not available when only one reinforcer is studied. There is ecological validity to a choice paradigm because in the real world eating is almost always a choice, and studying food intake when only one behavioral option is available may not provide a realistic appraisal of the reinforcing value of food. In an interesting study on measuring liking of food in laboratory and field settings, investigators showed that the correspondence between ratings was highest when the laboratory setting involved a choice among foods, rather than presenting individual foods, as providing a choice may simulate the natural environment (de Graaf et al., 2005).

Integrating General Reinforcement Theory With Food Reinforcement

Food reinforcement can be considered to be a specialized example of more general reinforcement theory. There are general theories of reinforcement that describe the conditions under which behaviors function as reinforcers and provide a priori determinations of what types of activities or stimuli can be used to motivate people to change (Timberlake & Farmer-Dougan, 1991). A priori determinations of what types of behaviors or activities can function as reinforcers reduces the circularity in definitions of reinforcers that are based only in terms of their function, which is an important addition to reinforcement theory. A theoretical approach to understanding how something becomes reinforcing is disequilibrium theory, which defines reinforcers in terms of constraints on access to usual responding (Timberlake & Farmer-Dougan, 1991). This is an approach that extends the Premack principle (Premack, 1959), which states that the unconstrained rate of a behavior is an indication of the reinforcing value of that behavior, as high probability responses can be used to reinforce lower probability responses. In simple terms, this means that most people engage in behaviors they find reinforcing and that you can motivate people to perform a low rate, nonreinforcing behavior by scheduling a higher rate, more reinforcing behavior contingent on completing the lower rate behavior. Disequilibrium theory also uses response rates as the basis for reinforcer effectiveness, but disequilibrium theory argues that base rate alone is not sufficient to assess reinforcer efficacy; rather, constraint on access to behavior is critical for something to be reinforcing and for that to motivate behavior. In this account, any behavior can be reinforcing if that behavior is constrained to be reduced below baseline levels. Although reinforcing value is usually conceptualized in relationship to high preference behaviors that people are very motivated to engage in, the concepts of response deprivation and disequilibrium theory bring these constructs to bear on everyday behaviors, such as reading, sewing, painting, and candle making (Bernstein & Ebbesen, 1978).

Response deprivation is a condition that can increase the reinforcing value of a behavior, just as food deprivation is a condition that can increase the reinforcing value of food (H. A. Raynor & Epstein, 2003), which will be discussed later in the review. Similarly, response satiation can reduce the reinforcing value of a behavior, just as food satiation reduces the motivation to consume more food. These analogies argue that at least some of the effects of food deprivation or satiation are examples of more general principles of behavior. Research is needed to determine the commonalities and differences between food-specific effects on motivation because of food deprivation and the more general effects that may be due to response deprivation.

Factors That Influence the Reinforcing Value of Food

Relationships Between Alternatives in a Choice Paradigm: Substitutes and Complements

In a choice situation the reinforcing value of food depends on the reinforcing value of the alternatives as well as the constraints on access to food. For example, adults and children chose to work for the more-preferred food when given a choice between preferred versus less-preferred foods, but as constraints on the preferred food increased, subjects chose to work for the less-preferred food (Lappalainen & Epstein, 1990; J. A. Smith & Epstein, 1991). Likewise, when provided a choice between preferred snack foods versus fruits and vegetables or pleasurable sedentary activities, subjects chose snacks but shifted their choice to the alternatives as the work needed to gain access to snacks increased (Goldfield & Epstein, 2002). Thus, increasing the behavioral cost to obtain the preferred commodity reduces responding for that commodity (increased behavioral cost for A reduces consumption of A). In addition, increasing the behavioral cost to obtain the preferred commodity can increase responding for the less-preferred commodity (increased behavioral cost for A increases consumption of B). The alternative commodity is called a substitute. The substitute may not be as reinforcing but may be chosen when the behavioral cost to obtain the preferred commodity becomes too high. For example, assume that someone regularly drinks coffee as a stimulant to wake up in the morning. The person is out of coffee that morning but has access to a supply of breakfast tea. The choice is to get dressed and go out to get coffee, which requires more work, or to drink breakfast tea, which also has caffeine, but is not as preferred, but is more accessible. The difference in the amount of work needed to switch from the usual choice to a new choice provides a way to index how substitutable are different commodities.

Figure 2 provides graphs of hypothetical youths who substitute or do not substitute healthy food for less healthy food (e.g., potato chips) when the behavioral cost of obtaining the less healthy food
is increased and the behavioral cost of obtaining the healthier food (apples, for example) stays the same. The left graph demonstrates substitutions. Consumption of less healthy foods decreases as the behavioral cost of less healthy foods increases, whereas consumption of healthy foods concomitantly increases. In the right graph, the youths also reduce consumption of less healthy foods as behavioral cost increases but do not increase consumption of healthier alternatives. They do not substitute healthier eating as the behavioral cost of less healthy eating increases.

Responding for alternatives in a choice methodology can be related in another way. When responding to gain access to a behavior decreases, responding for a different, related behavior may also decrease (increased cost for A reduces consumption of B). This is evidence for a complementary relationship. For example, food intake is often associated with television watching, and reducing television watching can reduce food intake (Epstein, Roemmich, Paluch, & Raynor, 2005a). Thus, food intake can be reduced by increasing the behavioral cost to obtain the food, providing reinforcing alternatives to eating, or reducing access to variables that are reliably associated with eating.

Food Deprivation or Restriction

Recent experience with a reinforcer will alter reinforcing effectiveness. Deprivation can increase reinforcer effectiveness and the motivation to consume the reinforcer (H. A. Raynor & Epstein, 2003). This occurs after as little as 4 hours, when the person is expecting the next meal, and prefeeding prior to a meal reduces the reinforcing value of that meal (H. A. Raynor & Epstein, 2003). Reinforcer sensitivity theory (Reiss & Havercamp, 1996) argues that individual differences in reinforcement should not be tested under deprivation conditions because deprivation increases reinforcer effectiveness for everyone. Reinforcer effectiveness should rather be tested when the person is not deprived of the reinforcer but remains motivated to obtain it. This suggests that in studies of individual differences in food reinforcer effectiveness, deprivation should be limited. One way to do that is to preload, or provide food prior to beginning the experimental trials, to remove responding due to hunger to provide a better indication of the influence of reinforcement effects on responding. This is the strategy that was used in research on the influence of interaction of food reinforcer and dopamine genotypes as markers of dopaminergic activity in smokers (Epstein et al., 2004b).

In addition to the acute effects of reinforcer deprivation, there may also be long-term effects of food deprivation on reinforcer effectiveness. For example, Carr and associates have shown that food deprivation can increase bar pressing of rats to gain access to electrical stimulation in the lateral hypothalamus (Carr, 1996). This increased responding has been described as sensitization to reward effects. Sensitization is a term often used to define increases in drug reinforcement for the same drug dose over time. If repeated or chronic food deprivation can also sensitize food reinforcer effects, then repeated deprivation that occurs with very restrictive diets may increase the reinforcing value of food over time.

A construct that may be related to deprivation is dietary restraint. People who evidence dietary restraint inhibit eating in situations in which they may want to eat (Lowe, 1993). There is an important conceptual difference between deprivation and restraint in that many people with dietary restraint are not in fact reducing their energy intake (Lowe, 1993). It is also possible that dietary

Figure 2. Hypothetical examples of youths who substitute healthy foods for less healthy foods (left graph) or do not substitute healthy foods for less healthy foods (right graph) when the behavioral cost of obtaining the less healthy food is increased.
restraint, although not always associated with negative energy balance and weight loss, does involve intermittent periods of food deprivation followed by periods of usual eating or overeating that result in energy homeostasis and weight maintenance or gain (Lowe, 1993). Several studies have now shown that girls and adolescents who self-reported dieting are heavier later (Field et al., 2003; Stice, Cameron, Killen, Hayward, & Taylor, 1999; Stice, Presnell, Shaw, & Rohde, 2005). If dietary restraint does involve intermittent periods of brief food deprivation, or deprivation of specific foods, these girls may paradoxically be increasing the reinforcing value of these foods. There are of course a number of other potential explanations for this effect. For example, the girls who restrict energy intake may be those girls who recognize that they are gaining weight and restrict energy intake as a protective strategy, so the weight problem may be the cause rather than the result of the restriction. Research is needed to assess whether dietary restraint, characterized by not consuming as much food as one may want, involves brief periods of energy restriction, which may increase the reinforcing value of food.

The effects of dieting on craving have been studied. Craving is related to the conditioned incentive value of a reward (Robinson & Berridge, 1993). A series of studies on dieting subjects, who would be expected to be deprived of both total energy intake as well as specific foods, showed a reduction in food cravings (Harvey, Wing, & Mullen, 1993; Martin, O’Neil, & Pawlow, 2006), with greater reduction for those who eliminated more of these foods from their diet (Martin et al., 2006). One possible explanation for a reduction in cravings during dieting is based on the idea that craving is in part a conditioned response, and removing the conditioned stimuli could reduce craving. Programs that remove the opportunity for presentation of cues related to restricted foods would reduce cravings for these foods. Craving and incentive salience are theoretically distinct constructs from reinforcing value (Berridge & Robinson, 2003), and it is important to understand conditions that are associated with similar versus distinct patterns of change in these constructs.

**Reinforcer Satiation**

Recent experience with a reinforcer can reduce the motivation to obtain that reinforcer, which is called reinforcer satiation. This general principle applies to food as well because preloading may reduce energy intake in comparison with food deprivation (Shide, Caballero, Reidelberger, & Rolls, 1995; Spiegel, Shrago, & Stellar, 1989). On the basis of analysis of demand curves (Bickel et al., 2000), responding to obtain a reinforcer might show an increase in responding as the session is initiated, with a reduction in rate of responding over time until reinforcer satiation, when there is reduced responding to obtain food. The observation of shifts in motivation to eat is mirrored by data on eating rate, which show a greater eating rate in the beginning of a meal followed by a reduced eating rate over time (Bellisle, Lucas, Amrani, & LeMagen, 1984; Spiegel et al., 1989).

The shifts in response rate depend on the types and variety of food that are available, not only on cessation of responding from reduction of energy depletion. A consistent body of research has shown that animals (McSweeney, Hinson, & Cannon, 1996; McSweeney & Swindell, 1999) and humans (Epstein, Saad, et al., 2003; Temple, Kent, et al., 2006) will reduce responding if the same food is presented over time but will reinstate instrumental responding for food when a new food is presented. This suggests that reinforcer satiation does not depend only on shifts in energy stores.

It is relevant to consider that ingestive behavior researchers also use the term satiation. In eating behavior studies, satiation usually refers to the termination of eating, and the amount of food consumed is used as an objective measure of satiation. There may be situations in which the findings in experiments used to study satiation are related to changes in reinforcer effectiveness. For example, in studies in which preference for two foods is studied and the amount consumed is used as the measure of preference, shifts in responding for the two foods may involve reinforcement mechanisms. However, there are also many variables in ingestive behavior research that are not likely to be related to reinforcement. For example, shifts in energy intake as a function of energy density and food volume may be examples of dietary factors that alter food intake through mechanisms other than food reinforcement (B. J. Rolls et al., 1998; B. J. Rolls, Roe, & Meengs, 2006).

**Macronutrient Composition**

Although the construct of food reinforcement is often used to describe the motivation to eat, it probably is more appropriate to consider the reinforcing value of particular types of food rather than that of food in general. Someone who finds apple pie reinforcing may not work hard for broccoli. It is possible for someone to work hard for several different types of foods, and it is likely that there are particular classes of foods that the person would not be very motivated to obtain. There has been extensive research on how macronutrient composition of food may influence food intake (B. J. Rolls, 1995), and some of these effects may be related to food reinforcement. People usually select foods because they taste good, not on the basis of whether they are primarily constituted of carbohydrates, proteins, or fats (Levine, Kotz, & Gosnell, 2003). Foods that taste good are often high in sugars and/or fat (e.g., ice cream; Drewnowski & Greenwood, 1983). Obesity has been associated with a craving for foods containing mixtures of fats and sugars (Drewnowski, Krahm, Demitrack, Nairn, & Gosnell, 1992; Drewnowski, Kurth, Holden-Wiltsie, & Saari, 1992).

Sugar preference may be established early in development (Desor, Maller, & Turner, 1973), as sugar can calm stressed infants (Blass & Watt, 1999; B. A. Smith & Blass, 1996), and sucking is motivated in part in infant rats by sugar (Blass, 1990). Sugar reinforcement may be primary because animals prefer sugar to water in their initial exposure (Ackerman, Albert, Shindledecker, Gayle, & Smith, 1992). Research suggests that the opioid system is in part responsible for the pleasantness of sweet taste (Ackerman et al., 1992; Bertino, Beauchamp, & Engelman, 1991) and in part for food reward in general (Kelley et al., 2002). Animals are motivated to work for sugar reward (Scalfani & Ackroff, 2003), and sugar has effects similar to some drugs of abuse, as intermittent bingeing on sucrose and drugs of abuse repeatedly increases extracellular dopamine in the nucleus accumbens shell (Rada, Avena, & Hoebel, 2005).

Dietary fats may also influence the reinforcing value of food. Infant rats respond for dietary fat (Ackerman et al., 1992), and rats prefer petroleum or mineral oil, which have no calories, as well as lard or Crisco-blended lab chow, suggesting that at least some of...
the effects of fat as a reinforcer may not depend on energy (Ackroff, Vigorito, & Sclafani, 1990; Hamilton, 1964). Freed and Green (1998) explored the relative reinforcing value of corn oil versus mineral oil and of sucrose or saccharin solutions versus plain water in rats. The demand and consumption for corn oil depended on the changes in response requirements (reinforcement schedule) for corn oil as well as availability of alternatives. When the behavioral cost to obtain mineral oil, sucrose, or saccharin alternatives was lower than the behavioral cost of corn oil, then the rats responded for the alternatives. However, plain water did not serve as a substitute for corn oil. These results do not suggest that there is a basic need for dietary fat that is defended as the behavioral cost increases but that dietary fat is a reinforcer that can be substituted for by other substances differing in energy and in taste.

To our knowledge, there is no research on the specific reinforcing value of dietary protein. This research may be useful in shedding light on the way in which protein influences dietary intake because dietary protein has a major influence in satiety (Vandewater & Vickers, 1996).

**Food Variety**

A consistent body of research has shown that people consume more energy when given a variety of food than when given the same food (H. A. Raynor & Epstein, 2001; B. J. Rolls et al., 1981), even when variety involves small differences in food characteristics, such as differently shaped pasta or different flavors of yogurt (B. J. Rolls, Rowe, & Rolls, 1982). Several studies have demonstrated that meal variety increases energy intake (H. A. Raynor & Epstein, 2001). For example, subjects receiving a four-course meal consisting of different foods in each course consumed 60% more calories than did subjects receiving the same food in each course (B. J. Rolls, van Duijvenvoorde, & Rolls, 1984). Even when the variation in the food was more subtle, such as different-flavored cream cheese in sandwiches, subjects consumed more in the variety group than in the group receiving the same-flavored sandwich (B. J. Rolls, Rolls, & Rowe, 1982). Studies have also investigated the influence of variety when all foods are served in a single course and the same phenomenon is observed, even when the total energy density presented is held constant (Pliner, Polivy, Herman, & Zakalusny, 1980; Spiegel & Stellar, 1990).

A propensity to seek out and respond to food variety may ensure a balanced nutrient intake (H. A. Raynor & Epstein, 2001). However, in the current obesiogenic environment, dietary variety may be contributing to the growing obesity epidemic (McCrorry et al., 1999; H. A. Raynor & Epstein, 2001). Consumption of a variety of high energy density foods (energy density = kj/g), coupled with low intake of fruits and vegetables and a lack of physical activity, leads to maintenance of positive energy balance and, possibly, to obesity (McCrorry et al., 1999; H. A. Raynor & Epstein, 2001). McCrorry and colleagues (McCrorry et al., 1999) reported that there was a positive relationship between body mass index (BMI) and variety of sweets, snacks, carbohydrates, entrees, and condiments consumed as well as a negative relationship between BMI and consumption of a variety of vegetables (excluding potatoes) in weight-stable adults who accurately reported food intake for 6 months. Likewise, those who lost the most weight and maintained the greatest degree of weight loss in an obesity treatment program consumed the smallest variety of high-fat foods, oils, and sweets and the largest variety of low-fat breads and vegetables (H. A. Raynor, Jeffery, Tate, & Wing, 2004).

Variety of foods also increases responding for food in comparison with presentation of one food in adults (Myers & Epstein, 2002) and children (Temple, Giacomelli, Roemmich, & Epstein, in press). Similarly, introducing a new food after responding for that food has decreased is associated with an increase in responding to obtain the new food (Epstein, Saad, et al., 2003). Introducing a variety of foods, or new foods after reinforcer satiation, may maintain the motivation to eat.

Food variety can be conceptualized more broadly than the foods that are available within a meal in terms of foods available in cafeterias, stores, or in the food supply. The increase in food variety is greater for higher energy dense snack foods than for healthier alternatives, such as fruits and vegetables (McCrorry et al., 1999). A potentially important public health and policy direction might be to limit the varieties of less healthy alternatives in schools to promote healthier eating and perhaps to encourage development of new varieties of forms of healthier foods, which may provide more alternatives to people when they are making the choice of what types of foods to eat as well as potentially increasing intake of healthier alternatives.

**Stimulus Control and Conditioned Reinforcing Value of Food**

When a behavior is consistently reinforced in the presence of a unique stimulus, that stimulus begins to influence the rate of the behavior. This is called stimulus control. There are many examples of how environmental stimuli can influence eating. For example, when a unique environmental stimulus is reliably paired with eating, then presentation of that stimulus will initiate eating in sated rats (Weingarten, 1983). Similarly, time of day can serve to initiate eating, and humans eat at regular intervals that are defined by time rather than by nutrient depletion (Schachter, 1968).

In addition to the association of neutral external stimuli on motivated responding for food, stimulus characteristics of food, such as smell or sight of food, may alter motivated responding (E. T. Rolls, 1997). Small portions of food may prime an increase in motivated responding for food similar to low doses of drugs priming increases in drug self-administration (de Wit, 1996). The effect of priming is another example of how changes in food reinforcement cannot be explained by shifts in energy depletion, because an energy depletion model would argue that providing a priming amount of food would reduce, rather than increase, subsequent food intake.

There may be individual differences in response to stimulus control of eating that are important in the development of obesity. For example, obese children are more responsive to olfactory cues than are leaner youths (Jansen et al., 2003). Responsivity to food cues could lead to an increased motivation to eat and, thus, to positive energy balance and obesity. In addition, the construct of eating in the absence of hunger may be related to cue control of eating. In this paradigm, youths are allowed to eat to fullness and then presented with additional food. Individual differences in eating in the absence of hunger have been related to pediatric obesity (Fisher & Birch, 2002).
Because food is a primary reinforcer, activities associated with food may derive secondary reinforcing value. For example, if youths regularly eat in association with television watching, and eating is reinforcing for these youths, then television watching can become a conditioned reinforcer. This represents a powerful way in which a response class of behaviors associated with eating can become reinforcing and can motivate further behavior. The greater the association between food and activities associated with eating, the stronger the conditioned reinforcing value of these behaviors (Mazur, 1995). When youths are in situations in which they cannot eat and have to choose alternative activities, conditioned reinforcing activities that have been associated with eating may take precedence over activities that are incompatible with, and have not been paired with, eating. This may stimulate further eating when food is available. Pairing of environments with eating may represent an analogue to conditioned place preference in reinforcement. Animals reliably prefer to allocate time to environments that have been associated with drug delivery (Bardo & Bevins, 2000), and conditioned place preference is used to assess motivational value of drugs (Meririnne, Kankaanpaa, & Seppala, 2001). Similarly, people who find food reinforcing may prefer to spend time in environments associated with food, which may then stimulate further eating when food is available.

Depression and the Reinforcing Value of Food

There are many psychological factors that may influence eating (Greeno & Wing, 1994; Laitinen, Ek, & Sovio, 2002; Pecoraro, Reyes, Gomez, Bhargava, & Dallman, 2004), and some of these may in part be mediated by changes in reinforcing value of food. It is interesting to note that basic research in both animals and humans (Willner et al., 1998) has shown that subjects find sweet foods to be more reinforcing after depressive mood induction. There are wide individual differences in the influence of depression on body weight, with some people gaining weight while depressed and others losing weight (Barefoot et al., 1998). One reliable individual difference between who may eat more or less is a history of weight fluctuation or obesity. Individuals with high levels of depressive symptoms with a higher baseline BMI show greater weight gain over time than do those with lower BMI levels (Barefoot et al., 1998). Likewise, heavier individuals show less reduction in appetite with major depression than do those who weighed less (Berlin & Lavergne, 2003). Obesity has been associated with depressive moods (Lee, Kim, Beck, Lee, & Oh, 2005). Additional research is needed to test whether depressive mood influences a variety of foods, in addition to the reinforcing value of sweet foods and whether the reinforcing value of food is increased under other psychological states that increase food intake, such as stress (Greeno & Wing, 1994; Roemmich, Wright, & Epstein, 2002).

Validity and Reliability of Food Reinforcement

Reinforcement has been an important area of research, with a long history of relevance to basic and applied behavioral science as well as an intense area of study in neuroscience (Salamone & Correa, 2002). It is interesting that the same basic paradigms can be used to study reinforcer efficacy in animals and humans (Ator & Griffiths, 2003; Griffiths et al., 2003). The majority of research on reinforcement is laboratory research to study reinforcement processes and variables that influence and mediate reinforcement. Outside of the laboratory in the natural environment, people do not respond on an operant task to gain access to food, though there are many aspects of food procurement, preparation, and consumption varying in their behavioral costs that may be related to food reinforcement. For example, foods may be stored in your home and easy to access or may have to be purchased outside of the home and are thus less accessible. Foods may be prepared or easy to eat versus in their raw form and much less accessible. A good example of this is snack food. High energy dense snack foods generally come ready to eat, whereas healthier, lower energy dense snack foods often require some preparation. Some fruits and vegetables require preparation to clean, cut, and make them into appropriate portion sizes, though some important advances in convenience are fruit and vegetable snacks such as baby carrots or prepared celery sticks. Given the differences between the laboratory and extralaboratory contexts, it is worthwhile to consider the validity of laboratory measures of food reinforcement.

There are three ways in which the validity of food reinforcement has been studied. First, the relationship between food earned and food consumed within a food reinforcement session has been studied. In laboratory measures of food reinforcement, subjects can consume the food they earned, and thus it would be expected that there would be a relationship between the amount and types of food earned and the amount of food consumed in that session. Research has shown that when the reinforcing value of food is increased, the amount of food consumed and energy intake also increases (Temple, Giacomelli, et al., in press). Second, it would be expected that subjects high in food reinforcement would consume more food and energy in a separate ad-lib eating task, which has been demonstrated (Epstein et al., in press; Epstein et al., 2004a). Third, if elevated food reinforcement is associated with increased energy intake, then it would be expected that obese persons, who are in positive energy balance because of higher energy intake than that of leaner peers, would respond more for food in laboratory reinforcement tasks than would leaner subjects. This relationship has been observed (Johnson, 1974; Saelens & Epstein, 1996).

An extension of reinforcement theory is to consider reinforcers as commodities and behavioral cost as equivalent to price by using economic principles (Staddon & Ettinger, 1989). A basic principle of economics is that increasing the price of a commodity reduces purchases, just as increasing the behavioral cost of obtaining a reinforcer reduces consumption (Bickel et al., 2000). Consistent with this notion, we have hypothesized that willingness to pay more for a commodity is related to reinforcing value of that commodity (Epstein, Dearing, Paluch, Roemmich, & Cho, in press). Additional implications of economic analysis of reinforcement are discussed later in this review.

In many animal laboratory studies, animals are studied over repeated sessions until a steady state of responding is observed, which ensures that the effects observed in each condition are reproducible. In many human laboratory studies, particularly those in which individual differences are studied, only one measure of reinforcing value is obtained, and it is important to assess in these studies whether patterns of responding are reliable over days. To provide initial data on the test–retest reliability of reinforcing value of food, keeping the conditions of measurement constant, we...
retested 20 subjects who participated in a study on the interaction of food reinforcement and dopamine genotypes on eating and found a correlation of .80 between the switch point in the two sessions (Epstein et al., in press).

Food Reinforcement and Obesity

Obesity is a disorder of positive energy balance, in which energy intake exceeds energy expenditure. It is possible that obese persons are more motivated to eat than are nonobese persons, and research shows that obese persons find food more reinforcing than do nonobese persons (Johnson, 1974; Saelens & Epstein, 1996). In addition, when pleasurable activities are considered for obese and nonobese persons, eating is at the top of the list for the obese (Doell & Hawkins, 1982; Jacobs & Wagner, 1984; Westenhoefer & Pudel, 1993). Not only is the reinforcing value of food greater for obese than nonobese subjects, but craving for food may be greater, which may promote greater food seeking (Gendall, Joyce, Sullivan, & Bulik, 1998).

In addition to the influence of individual differences in food reinforcement in the development of obesity, food reinforcement may play a role in challenges associated with weight loss. One of the major problems in obesity research is the difficulty in long-term maintenance of weight loss (Jeffery et al., 2000). This may be due in part to the fact that reducing energy to produce negative energy balance and weight loss necessarily involves some degree of food deprivation, which may increase the reinforcing value of food (H. A. Raynor & Epstein, 2003) and energy intake (Telch & Agras, 1996). This creates a tension for obese persons, because the longer they are in negative energy balance and the more weight they lose, the more food reinforcement may increase and the more motivated they may be to eat.

The energy depletion model of eating suggests that people eat because they are hungry, and eating should reduce hunger and thus the amount of food subsequently consumed. Preloads should reduce eating in a meal, and this pattern is often shown in nonobese, nondieting subjects (Spiegel et al., 1989). Obese subjects, however, often increase eating and energy intake after a preload or a first-course appetizer (Jansen et al., 2003; Spiegel et al., 1989). This effect may be due in part to the fact that obese individuals often restrict energy intake, and it is the food restriction that enhances the effect of the preload (Lowe, Foster, Kerznerman, Swain, & Wadden, 2001; McCann, Perri, Nezu, & Lowe, 1992). The observation that consumption of a preload or a small amount of food increases energy intake in a person who is food deprived may be a similar phenomenon to priming, in which presenting a small amount of a drug increases drug self-administration (de Wit, 1996). Priming effects do not necessarily depend on food deprivation or restriction, as priming subjects with a palatable food can increase eating even in satiated subjects (Cornell, Rodin, & Weingarten, 1989).

Dopamine and the Neurobiology of Food Reinforcement

Given the importance of food for survival, it is not surprising that there are multiple pathways and physiological systems working to ensure that adequate energy intake is achieved. The regulation of food intake or appetite has both central and peripheral influences (Ahima & Osei, 2001; Schwartz, Woods, Porte, Seeley, & Baskin, 2000) and is responsive to sensory information related to the sight and smell of food, previous feeding experiences, satiety signals elicited by ingestion, and hormonal signals related to energy balance (Ahima & Osei, 2001; Schwartz et al., 2000). Imaging studies show a comprehensive neuronal network controlling human feeding behavior that includes parts of the cortex, hypothalamus, thalamus, and the limbic system (Gautier et al., 2000; Tataranni et al., 1999). This network connects the regions of the brain that control the perception of sensations and flavors (the cortex); that influence the reinforcing value of food (the limbic system); and that influence appetite, body weight, and energy balance (the thalamus and hypothalamus). The goal of this section is not to provide a complete review of the neurobiology of food reinforcement but to focus on one factor that may be related to food reinforcement, dopaminergic activity, and illustrate how dopaminergic activity may be related to factors that influence food reinforcement.

Dopamine is generally considered to be a primary neurotransmitter involved in food reinforcement (Wise, 2006), though the mechanisms for this effect are debated (Salamone & Correa, 2002). Dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra and ventral tegmental area project to the caudate putamen and nucleus accumbens, where they modulate movement and reward (Koob, 1999; Schultz, 1998). Other projections from the nucleus accumbens to the lateral hypothalamus in part regulate feeding (Maldonado-Drizarry, Swanson, & Kelley, 1995). The process whereby food is or becomes reinforcing depends, in part, on the release, transport (reuptake), and receptor binding of synaptic dopamine (Wise, 2006). The levels of extracellular dopamine in the brain depend on two processes: tonic dopamine release (Schultz, 1998; Stricker & Zigmund, 1984) and dopamine release in response to a stimulus (phasic dopamine release; Grace, 2000).

There are a number of ways in which understanding the neurobiology of eating may elucidate mechanisms for some of the behavioral phenomena that have been discussed. Eating elicits dopamine release, which may be related to appetitive aspects of food seeking (Berridge, 1996). Food deprivation reduces messenger RNA for the dopamine transporter and reduces extracellular dopamine (Patterson et al., 1998; Pothis, Hernandez, & Hoebel, 1995), which may stimulate the increase in reinforcing value of food after food deprivation. The dopamine release observed with consuming food and then with stimuli associated with food may be in part the mechanism for two behavioral constructs discussed in the previous section: stimulus control of eating and conditioned reinforcement value for stimuli associated with eating. It is possible that conditioned increases in dopaminergic activity that are elicited by stimuli associated with eating play a role in craving for food (Berridge, 1996). Initially, dopamine is released when food is consumed (Hoebel, Hernandez, Schwartz, Mark, & Hunter, 1989), and its activity in the nucleus accumbens may relate not only to consumption but also to rewarding properties of food (Hernandez & Hoebel, 1988). Over repeated pairings of an environmental stimulus with eating, dopamine is released after presentation of a cue paired with food in anticipation of eating. Dopamine then binds to dopamine D2 receptors in the nucleus accumbens, perhaps initiating food-seeking behaviors (Kiyatkin & Gratton, 1994). Positron emission tomography studies in humans have shown that brain dopamine increases both in anticipation of and during the ingestion of food (Small, Jones-Gotman, & Dagher, 2003; Volkow
et al., 2003). The influence of food variety on increased motivation to eat may also be regulated in part by dopamine. Research suggests that brain dopamine activity increases in response to novel stimuli (Salamone, Correa, Mingote, & Weber, 2005), which could elicit the motivation to consume new foods and increase energy intake when a variety of foods rather than just one food is available.

An interesting aspect of research on behavioral choice and food reinforcement is that dopamine may be involved in the demand elasticity for food (Salamone & Correa, 2002). Salamone and Correa (2002) has used a behavioral choice paradigm in which rats can choose to work for very palatable food or have free access to chow. The rats will normally choose to engage in work to gain access to favorite foods, but dopamine depletion shifts choice to the freely available chow. In many conditions, depletions will have a greater effect on higher ratio schedules. This has led Salamone to conclude that dopamine is involved in the amount of instrumental behavior that is performed to gain access to food rewards (Salamone & Correa, 2002). Thus, relative reinforcing value and behavioral choice paradigms may provide unique information about how dopamine influences behavior that cannot be determined by studying reinforcing value with single schedules of reinforcement in the absence of choice.

**Obese Versus Lean: Altered Dopaminergic Activity**

Differences in neuronal activity in response to food and satiation in several brain regions of humans have been identified in obese female subjects compared with lean female subjects (Karhunen, Lappalainen, Vanninen, Kuikka, & Uusitupa, 1997) and male subjects (Gautier et al., 2000). For example, obese subjects have significantly higher metabolic activity in the parietal somatosensory cortex, where sensation to the mouth, lips, and tongue is located (Wang et al., 2002). Enhanced activity in the cortical regions involved with sensory processing of food in the obese could make them more sensitive to the reinforcing properties of food related to palatability and could be one of the variables contributing to their excess food consumption.

There is an extensive animal literature that supports the relationship between obesity and altered dopamine metabolism. Obese rats release more dopamine during eating than do their lean counterparts (Yang & Meguid, 1995). Dopamine may also inhibit feeding through its influence on other central mediators of appetite. In the hyperphagic obese leptin-deficient mouse model, increasing central dopaminergic tone with dopamine agonists eliminates the hyperphagia via inhibition of Neuropeptide Y, one of the most potent orexigenic (appetite stimulating) agents known (Bina & Cincotta, 2000). Central dopamine activity may also be involved in the appetite suppression associated with Interleukin-1 alpha-associated anorexia (Yang et al., 1999) and with the central effects of cholecystokinin (Chung et al., 1994).

Deficiencies in dopaminergic receptors may also play a role in the development of obesity. For example, obese Zucker rats have fewer dopamine D2 receptors and reduced hypothalamic dopamine activity when fasting but release more dopamine when eating and do not stop eating in response to the peripheral administration of insulin and glucose when compared with the same in lean Zucker rats (Orosco, Rouch, & Nicolaidis, 1996). Obese male Sprague-Dawley rats have reduced dopamine turnover in the hypothalamus compared with that of the diet-resistant strain before they become obese (Levin & Dunn-Meynell, 1997), and develop the obese phenotype only when given access to a palatable high energy diet (Levin & Dunn-Meynell, 2002). Dopamine D2 receptor blockade causes obese but not lean rats to overeat (Fetissov, Meguid, Sato, & Zhang, 2002; Orosco, Gerozissis, Rouch, Meile, & Nicolaidis, 1995). Because a chronic change in receptor expression is a prerequisite for behavioral sensitization (Kuczenski & Segal, 1999), these data suggest that the blockage of an already low D2 receptor level may sensitize obese rats to food.

**Common Neurobiological Substrates for Obesity and Drug Addiction**

Recent research suggests that common neurobiological substrates underlie obesity and drug addiction (Volkow & Wise, 2005). Similar to drug use, ingestive behavior may be unrelated to homeostatic need, that is, driven not by the need to maintain energy balance but by cognitive and environmental factors that are not compensated for by the body’s internal feedback system to maintain stable body weight (Berthoud, 2004), and individual differences in the responsiveness of brain dopamine to this “non-regulatory ingestive behavior” have been identified in animals (Mittleman, Castaneda, Robinson, & Valenstein, 1986) and humans (B. J. Rolls, 2003). There are other parallels between hyperphagia and drug addiction. One interesting phenomenon that may suggest common pathways for food consumption and drug use is that chronic food restriction increases food reinforcement (H. A. Raynor & Epstein, 2003) and also increases the self-administration and motor-activating effects of abused drugs (Carr, 2002; Carroll & Meisch, 1984; Pothis, Creese, & Hoebel, 1995), along with improving dopamine receptor function (Wilson, Nomikos, Collu, & Fibiger, 1995). In addition, an animal’s level of sucrose preference can predict its desire to self-administer cocaine (Levine et al., 2003), and sweets will reduce cocaine’s reinforcing value (Comer, Lac, Wyvell, & Carroll, 1996), suggesting a relation between sweet taste and drug reward. Both obese rats and chronic drug users have low basal dopamine levels (Hamdi, Porter, & Prasad, 1992), experience periodic exaggerated dopamine release associated with either food (Fetissov et al., 2002) or drug intake (Worsley et al., 2000), and have reduced dopamine D2 receptor and increased D1 receptor expression (Fetissov et al., 2002). A number of addictive behaviors (alcoholism; cocaine, heroin, marijuana, and nicotine use; and glucose bingeing) have been associated with low expression or dysfunction of D2 receptors (Comings & Blum, 2000). Thus, reduced expression of D2 receptors may represent a common pathway in obesity and drug addiction that elicits behavior to release dopamine into areas of the brain that “crave” dopamine.

There are many similarities between food and drugs; there also may be important differences (Bassareo et al., 2003; Kelley & Berridge, 2002; Parkinson, Fudge, Hurd, Pennartz, & Peoples, 2000; Salamone & Correa, 2002). For example, whereas food and drugs of abuse both elicit dopamine release in the shell of the nucleus accumbens, habituation (reduced response with repeated exposure) occurs with food (specific to the food ingested) that is responsive to the motivational state of the animal (i.e., food restricted or not; Bassareo & Di Chiara, 1999). Such habituation is not always seen with drug use (Bassareo et al., 2003). Research is...
needed to examine the similarities and differences between eating and drug self-administration to understand how best to apply research from drug addiction to eating and obesity.

This brief overview of dopamine and food reinforcement focuses on dopamine as an example of how a more basic understanding of the neurobiology of reinforcement may provide a better understanding of mechanisms that influence food reinforcement. Although understanding the role of dopamine in reinforcement is a major issue in contemporary neuroscience (Salamone & Correa, 2002), new research may provide a better understanding of the role of dopamine in food reinforcement (Salamone & Correa, 2002) and may identify other neurobiological variables that influence food reinforcement in addition to, or interacting with, dopamine.

Behavioral Genetics of Food Reinforcement

If dopamine is involved in food reinforcement, then individual differences in dopaminergic activity that are related to dopamine genotypes may predict factors related to dopaminergic activity, food reinforcement, and obesity. Most of the focus on dopamine and eating involves the D2 receptor and the DRD2 gene. Both the D1 and D2 dopamine receptors act synergistically to inhibit feeding (Terry, Gilbert, & Cooper, 1995). It is the DRD2 gene, however, that appears to function primarily as a reinforcement or reward gene (Noble, 2003) having been associated with feeding and addictive behaviors (Baptista, 1999).

The DRD2 gene has three allelic variants (A1/A1, A1/A2, and A2/A2). Individuals with genotypes containing either one or two copies of the A1 allele have fewer D2 receptors than have those lacking an A1 allele and so are associated with reduced brain dopamine signaling (Jonsson et al., 1999; Pohjalainen et al., 1998; Ritchie & Noble, 2003). In genetically homogeneous populations, such as the Pima Indians, a missense substitution in the DRD2 gene has been associated with reduced resting energy expenditure (Tataranni et al., 2001), greater BMI, and type II diabetes (Jenkinson et al., 2000). Epidemiological studies in genetically heterogeneous human populations have demonstrated a higher prevalence of the A1 DRD2 allele in obese individuals (~50%) compared with lean individuals (~30%; Blum et al., 1996; Comings et al., 1993; Comings, Gade, MacMurray, Muhleman, & Peters, 1996; Noble et al., 1994). Low D2 receptor availability in the presence of the DRD2 A1 allele likely makes subjects less sensitive to stimulation of dopamine-regulated reward circuits (Blum et al., 2000), and so they may seek powerful reinforcers to overcome their “dopamine deficit,” increasing the risk not only for obesity but also for other related addictive behaviors (Blum et al., 1996). The DRD2 A1 allele may reduce the efficiency of the dopaminergic system, rewarding behaviors that increase brain dopamine levels (Volkow, Fowler, & Wang, 2002), such as food ingestion. Consistent with this hypothesis, Wang et al. (2001) have shown that D2 receptors are reduced in the striatum of the brains of very obese (BMI > 40) humans in proportion to their BMI. They argued that persons with fewer D2 receptors seek powerful reinforcers to overcome their “dopamine deficit,” increasing the risk of those with fewer receptors for obesity as well as for drug abuse (Wang et al., 2001). They and others (Baumann et al., 2000) have suggested that raising brain dopamine levels may be a treatment for obesity.

The SLC6A3 gene codes for the dopamine transporter (DAT-1), a protein that controls the levels of dopamine in the synapse by rapidly carrying the neurotransmitter back into nerve terminals after its release, limiting the level and duration of dopamine receptor activation (Bannon et al., 1992). Synaptic dopamine increases when, for example, cocaine inhibits the reuptake of dopamine by binding to the DAT-1 or when the dopamine transporters have been eliminated by knockout of the SLC6A3 gene (Lesher, 1996). The majority of studies examining polymorphisms of the SLC6A3 gene have focused on the variable number of tandem repeats at the 3’UTR of the gene with reported evidence for association with the 10R allele (Need, Ahmad, Spector, & Goldstein, 2006). This allele may be associated with increased dopamine transporter density (Kiri et al., 2002) and transport (Swanson et al., 2000) and therefore to lower levels of postsynaptic dopamine (Heinz et al., 2000) when compared with the 9R allele, although this is not consistent across all studies (Jacobsen et al., 2000; Martinez et al., 2001). Recent data suggest that DAT-1 may have a role in the development or perpetuation of obesity. Elevated levels of DAT-1 have been found in obese rats (Figlewicz et al., 1998), and food deprivation (Patterson et al., 1998), food restriction (Bello, Sweigart, Lakoski, Norgren, & Hajnal, 2003), and the administration of insulin (Figlewicz, Szt, Chavez, Woods, & Veith, 1994) to the brains of rats increases DAT-1 messenger RNA and alters DAT-1 function (Baskin et al., 1999; Figlewicz et al., 2003a, 2003b). The up-regulation of DAT-1 during food restriction in rats is similar to the neuroadaptation in the mesolimbic dopamine circuitry resulting from drugs of abuse and is associated with increased intake of sucrose, a palatable food (Bello et al., 2003). This mechanism may have relevance to pathological human feeding behaviors such as restrictive eating disorders, bingeing, and hyperphagia.

One application of the knowledge about genotypes related to dopaminergic activity would be to use the genotype as a marker of neurotransmitter activity. For example, if the 10R allele of the SLC6A3 gene is associated with higher density of DAT-1 protein, then individuals with this allele would presumably have less dopamine available in the synapse. Similarly, if the A1 allele of the dopamine D2 receptor gene is related to fewer D2 receptors, then individuals with this allele would have fewer D2 receptors and lower dopaminergic activity. Therefore, these genotypes may be a marker of dopamine neurotransmission. This provides the opportunity to indirectly assess relationships between dopaminergic activity and eating. Currently, we are not able to assess dynamic changes in dopaminergic activity in human brains. Some ways to study the neurobiology of eating include using positron emission tomography scans to examine dopamine receptor binding (Elsinga, Hatano, & Ishiwata, 2006), functional magnetic resonance imaging studies to examine regional blood flow and activation of specific brain regions (Holsen et al., 2005), and postmortem brain analyses to examine dopamine receptor density (Piggott et al., 1999). The use of genotypes as markers of dopaminergic activity may provide a useful tool to better understand how dopaminergic activity is related to eating in behaviorally active contexts.

As an example of this strategy, we used the DRD2 and SLC6A3 genotypes as markers of dopaminergic activity in combination with a food reinforcement phenotype that has been examined in smokers. The food reinforcement phenotype was defined by using...
a relative reinforcing value questionnaire that asked how hard subjects would work for food or for money. Food reinforcement had a main effect on energy intake as those high in food reinforcement consumed more food than did those low in food reinforcement. High food reinforcement interacted with both the SLC6A3 10R/10R and the DRD2 Taq 1 A1 genotypes (A1/A1 + A1/A2) to increase energy intake beyond high food reinforcement with other genotypes (Epstein et al., 2004b). This study suggests there is an interaction of dopamine genotypes with food reinforcement that influences energy intake. The genotypes provide a framework for how two aspects of dopaminergic activity, the number of dopamine D2 receptors and the density of dopamine transporters, may relate to food reinforcement, energy intake, and obesity.

A behavioral genetic approach to eating may provide insights into individual differences that affect the substitution of alternatives to food. There may be genetic differences that facilitate choice of nonfood alternatives when a person has the choice to eat or engage in alternative behaviors. Likewise, there may be individual differences in how motivating are different types of reinforcers, ranging from food to pharmacological reinforcers to physical activity. The expression of a behavioral phenotype, such as high food reinforcement or response to food deprivation, may result from differences in gene expression based on the interaction of genes with biological, nutritional, or behavioral factors (Martin-Gronert & Ozanne, 2005). For example, in both animals (de Fourmestraux et al., 2004) and humans (Pietilainen et al., 2004) with identical genes there are differences in phenotypes that result from interactions between the genes and the environment. Epigenetic effects on dopamine gene expression may provide insight into how dopamine genotypes interact with experiences that shape food reinforcement to influence excess energy intake and obesity.

There are many ways in which genetic predispositions may interact with behavioral and environmental factors to influence food reinforcement. The above discussion is just a beginning in the attempt to understand how genes may influence food reinforcement. Studying different genotypes and developing new ways to study how genetics can influence behavior may yield important insights into food reinforcement.

Behavioral and Pharmacological Methods to Modify Food Reinforcement and Obesity

Behavioral Methods

There are several approaches that may be relevant for improving obesity treatment that are based on factors that influence food reinforcement. Obesity treatment generally involves decreasing food, which obese persons find very reinforcing (Saelens & Epstein, 1996), and increasing physical activity, which is not very reinforcing for obese persons (Epstein, Smith, Vara, & Rodefer, 1991). One option would be to identify nonfood alternatives that maintain the overall level of perceived positive reinforcement but shift the source of reinforcers from food to nonfood alternatives. This approach has proven to be very successful for drug abuse (Higgins, Alessi, & Dantona, 2002) and may be generalized to obesity. In drug abuse treatment, former addicts are reinforced for abstinence by using nondrug reinforcers. Laboratory research has shown that nonfood alternatives can substitute for highly reinforcing foods (Goldfield & Epstein, 2002), but clinical and field research has not been successful in developing programs that enhance eating change or weight loss by using nonfood alternatives (Epstein, Roemmich, Stein, Paluch, & Kilanowski, 2005).

Variety increases energy intake and the reinforcing value of food. It may be advisable for people who are attempting to lose weight to reduce the variety of high energy dense, low nutrient dense foods they store in their homes and eat (H. A. Raynor, Jeffery, Phelan, Hill, & Wing, 2005; H. A. Raynor et al., 2004). The ensuing reduction in the reinforcing value of food could result in a decrease in the motivation to eat and lower energy intake. Food craving and stimulus control of eating become conditioned to cues associated with eating (Jansen et al., 2003; Weingarten, 1983). People who are reducing energy intake should limit the places in which they eat, to narrow stimulus control to the dining room for example, and should not engage in alternative behaviors when eating, to reduce the possibility that other behaviors set the occasion for eating.

Pharmacological Treatments to Increase Brain Dopamine Levels in the Treatment of Obesity

If the desire to consume more food and high levels of food reinforcement is based in part on low levels of brain dopamine, then drugs that increase brain dopamine may reduce food reinforcement and reduce energy intake. One way to increase brain dopamine is to inhibit dopamine reuptake. Methylphenidate, a DAT inhibitor used in the treatment of childhood and adult attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (Wilens, Biederman, Spencer, & Prince, 1995), increases brain synaptic dopamine (Volkow et al., 2001). A commonly reported side effect of methylphenidate is anorexia (Spencer et al., 1995). Chronic administration of methylphenidate reduces the responsiveness to drugs of abuse (Carlezon, Mague, & Andersen, 2003) and natural rewards such as sucrose (Comings & Blum, 2000). Weight loss has been reported in children given methylphenidate with largest reductions for the heaviest children (Schertz, Adesman, Alfieri, & Bienkowski, 1996). In adults, methylphenidate significantly reduced energy intake over one meal by 33% in obese male subjects compared with placebo (Leddy et al., 2004). In combination with diet and exercise counseling, bupropion, another DAT inhibitor, was effective in reducing weight in obese men and women over 26 weeks (Jain et al., 2002) to 48 weeks (Anderson et al., 2002) when compared with placebo.

Another way to enhance central dopamine function is to use a dopamine receptor agonist. In animal experiments, bromocriptine, a dopamine D2 receptor agonist, reduced hyperinsulinemia and body fat stores (Cincotta, MacEachern, & Meier, 1993), purportedly by resetting hypothalamic circadian rhythms under dopaminergic control (that are altered in obesity; Cincotta et al., 1993), and other dopamine agonists such as mesulergine will reduce food intake in rats (Giannakopoulos, Galanopoulou, Daifotis, & Couvaris, 1998). In obese humans, bromocriptine improved fasting and postprandial glucose, free fatty acid, and triglyceride levels (Kamath et al., 1997); reduced body fat stores (Meier, Cincotta, & Lovell, 1992); and improved glycemic control and glucose tolerance in type II diabetics (Meier et al., 1992). In overweight and obese patients with prolactinomas, increasing dopaminergic tone with bromocriptine significantly reduced serum leptin levels and
BMI over 6–24 months, without a diet or exercise prescription (Doknic et al., 2002).

Longer term studies will have to evaluate whether more sustained changes in brain dopamine activity are effective and safe because in animal studies the chronic administration of amphetamines (which raise brain dopamine levels) induces a brief period of anorexia followed by hyperphagia and chronic obesity, accompanied by long-term depletion of dopamine in the striatum and of norepinephrine in the hypothalamus (Hernandez, Parada, & Hoebel, 1983). An additional consideration in using pharmacological agents that modify brain dopamine levels is the abuse potential for some of these drugs. The reinforcing and subjective effects of methylphenidate are similar to amphetamine in non-drug-abusing humans (Rush, Essman, Simpson, & Baker, 2001). In addition, there is evidence that some adolescents use methylphenidate for the psychoactive effects (Musser et al., 1998). Other dopamine agonists such as bromocriptine, a specific D2 receptor agonist, may have less abuse potential, but also may not be as effective in reducing eating (Inoue et al., 1997). If there are common pathways that influence eating and other behaviors (Kelley & Berridge, 2002), an alternative to the use of pharmacological strategies is to identify nonpharmacological agents that increase brain dopamine levels, such as exercise (Ingram, 2000) or other natural rewards (Kelley & Berridge, 2002).

Combining Behavioral Interventions Plus Pharmacological Manipulations of Dopamine

There are innovative studies that have combined behavioral and pharmacological interventions (Wadden, Berkowitz, Sarwer, Prus-Wisniewski, & Steinberg, 2001; Wadden et al., 2005), but these approaches have not focused the behavioral and pharmacological interventions to alter the reinforcing value of food or the motivation to eat. Novel treatments for obesity could target increasing the motivation for low energy dense, high nutrient dense foods or for alternative reinforcers to energy dense foods by pairing these stimuli with dopamine agonists to increase their motivational salience. Such an approach might motivate people to sustain behavior change to maintain reduced weight over the long term. Similarly, behavioral interventions could be designed to focus on enhancing the changes in motivation to eat specific foods that could result from pharmacological interventions. For example, it may be easier to build a repertoire of alternatives to food if the reinforcing value of food is reduced by pharmacological intervention.

Fulton, Woodside, and Shizgal (2000) provided experimental evidence that it may be possible simultaneously to reduce the reinforcing value of food and increase the reinforcing value of nonfood alternatives. By using an animal model, Fulton and colleagues showed that sensitivity to electrical stimulation in the lateral hypothalamus was reduced by leptin, as indicated by a reduction in the rate of responding for lateral hypothalamic stimulation, whereas leptin increased sensitivity for responding to obtain electrical stimulation in adjacent, and potentially non-food-reinforcement-related, areas. As noted by Fulton, the ideal treatment would be one that reduced the motivation to obtain food while increasing the motivation for non-food-related behaviors.

The effectiveness of behaviorally or pharmacologically altering brain dopamine activity may depend on individual dopaminergic tone during specific contexts (Volkow, Wang, et al., 2002). Methylphenidate’s effects are context dependent: It amplifies stimulinduced dopamine increases when administered with a salient stimulus (for example, visual display of food in food-deprived subjects) when compared with a neutral stimulus (Volkow, Wang et al., 2002) and enhances the motivational saliency of a previously unmotivating or unexciting task (Volkow et al., 2004). A very exciting opportunity would be to associate behaviors with dopamine increases with the goal of increasing the motivation to engage in these behaviors.

Energy Balance and Activity Reinforcement

Obesity is a result of a positive energy balance, with energy intake exceeding energy expenditure. A complete analysis of how reinforcement processes may relate to obesity requires considering the role of energy expenditure and physical activity in the energy balance equation. There is a considerable body of research on reinforcing value of physical activity (reviewed in Epstein & Saelens, 2000). For example, given the choice of sedentary or active alternatives, obese youths find physical activity less reinforcing than do leaner youths (Epstein et al., 1991). For youths, increasing the behavioral cost of gaining access to sedentary behaviors results in a reduction in sedentary behaviors and a switch to being more active (Epstein, Saelens, Myers, & Vito, 1997; Epstein, Saelens, & O’Brien, 1995; Epstein et al., 1991) and for adults (D. A. Raynor, Coleman, & Epstein, 1998; Vara & Epstein, 1993). For example, if youths have a choice between equally accessible sedentary or active alternatives, and being sedentary is more reinforcing, they will choose to be sedentary. However if access to specific sedentary behaviors is reduced, then the youth has to choose how to reallocate the increased availability of leisure time.

Substitution of physical activity for sedentary behaviors is observed when reduction in access to one sedentary behavior results in increases in physically active behaviors. For example, moving a counsel video game system to an unheated, unfinished basement may reduce video game playing while increasing physical activity in the sunlight. In this case, physical activity is a substitute for playing video games. Similarly, inclement weather may reduce running or bicycling outside yet increase treadmill running or using a cycle ergometer or bicycle trainer indoors. Being active can substitute for sedentary behaviors in the laboratory (Epstein et al., 1995, 1991; D. A. Raynor et al., 1998), and even very small differences in accessibility of sedentary behaviors can have marked effects on physical activity (D. A. Raynor et al., 1998). Not all youths substitute being active for being sedentary (Epstein, Roemmich, Paluch, & Raynor, 2005b), so understanding the mechanisms for substitution has great theoretical importance for determining individual differences in substitution of active behaviors for sedentary behaviors. Substitution of physical activity for sedentary behaviors depends in part on individual differences such as child gender and weight status (Epstein, Roemmich, Paluch, & Raynor, 2005b). In addition, the macro environment influences the substitution of physically active behaviors for sedentary behaviors (Epstein, Roemmich, Paluch, & Raynor, 2005b).

Dopamine is also involved in physical activity (Ingram, 2000). Dopamine agonists increase (Scislofski et al., 1999), whereas dopamine antagonists reduce (Fujiwara, 1992) physical activity.
Disorders that involve destruction of dopamine neurons are associated with substantial reductions in physical activity in humans (Comings et al., 1991), whereas exercise can increase dopamine levels (de Castro & Duncan, 1985). Dopamine genotypes may be related to differences in activity levels (Perusse, Tremblay, Leblanc, & Bouchard, 1989). The absence of DRD2 produces profound bradykinesia and hypothermia in mice (Baik et al., 1995). In humans, a mutation of the DRD2 gene that impairs D2 receptor function is associated with lower total and 24-hour resting energy expenditure and greater BMI in Pima Indians (Tataranni et al., 2001). Polymorphisms of the DRD2 gene have been associated with reported yearly physical activity levels in white female subjects (Simonen et al., 2003). Given that patterns of dopamine release can change in association with familiarity or repeated exposure (e.g., training) as well as with individual experience (Schultz, 2002; Wise, 2002), increasing physical activity in the obese may improve central dopamine function and serve to reinforce liking of regular physical activity (Meeusen et al., 1997). As with the study of eating, using dopamine genotypes as markers for dopaminergic activity may provide insight into how dopamine is related to physical activity.

Alternative Theoretical Approaches to Food Reinforcement

There are a wide variety of alternative explanations beyond food reinforcement as to why people eat. Taste, culture, class, and experience can influence eating, but a thorough review of these factors is not central to understanding the role of food reinforcement and is beyond the scope of this article. There are two alternative theoretical models, however, that are also designed to understand how food motivates food-seeking behavior and eating and should be considered in a discussion of food reinforcement. These models will be briefly described.

Incentive Salience Models of Ingestive Behavior

Incentive salience models of motivated behavior such as eating or drug use separate the process of reward into two components: wanting and liking (Berridge & Robinson, 1998). Liking refers to the psychological processes that produce pleasure, hedonics, or liking of food. Liking thus refers to subjective characteristics associated with food. Wanting refers to the psychological process that instigates goal-directed behavior, attraction to an incentive stimulus, and consumption of the goal object. Wanting is characterized by the process often referred to as craving, or the motivation to obtain food even when it is not available (Berridge, 1996). The separation of wanting and liking is important to distinguish factors that motivate people to eat.

One important aspect of incentive salience theory is developing a better understanding of the neurobiological substrates for liking and wanting. These processes can be distinguished behaviorally and may be influenced by different neurobiological systems, with the opiate system being more important for liking and the dopaminergic system more important for wanting (Robinson & Berridge, 2000). Conditioned, or cue-triggered, wanting is measured by using conditioned incentive paradigms (Wyvell & Berridge, 2000). In an interesting discussion of ways to conceptualize reward, Berridge and Robinson (2003) differentiated incentive salience models from instrumental conditioning models. They argued that reward includes learning, affect, or emotion, as well as motivation components. In their model, instrumental conditioning is an example of learning, whereas incentive salience is an example of motivation. They recognize that dopamine can change instrumental performance but does not influence liking (Berridge & Robinson, 2003). They also indicated that incentive salience does not mediate the influence of the reinforcement contingency in reinforcement. Berridge (2004) has followed that article with a perspective on motivation concepts in neuroscience that places incentive salience within the history of motivation. Salamone and Correa (2002) have argued that wanting can be divided into the “appetite to consume” and the “working to obtain,” which serves as the basis for his contention that dopamine depletions, and by analogy dopaminergic activity, primarily influence instrumental performance to obtain reinforcers. As noted previously, Salamone has used choice experiments to elucidate the influence of dopamine depletions on instrumental performance, which may lead to a greater appreciation of behavioral choice approaches for studying motivation and reinforcement (Salamone & Correa, 2002). Given the contemporary importance of incentive salience theory, research may sharpen the ways in which wanting and reinforcing value are related, extending the theorizing of Salamone (Salamone & Correa, 2002).

The distinction between wanting and liking also may be relevant for differences between liking and the reinforcing value of food. The motivation to obtain food may be a more powerful determinant of eating than is liking or hedonic value of food. Not surprisingly, the reinforcing value and liking value of food may be independent processes, and increasing the reinforcing value of food in humans via food deprivation may not alter the liking of selected foods (Epstein, Truesdale, Wojcik, Paluch, & Raynor, 2003). In addition, the reinforcing value of food is a better predictor of food intake than are food hedonics in adult smokers (Epstein et al., 2004a).

Habituation Theory and Food Reinforcement

Habituation refers to a decrease in responding after repeated presentations of a stimulus. The application of habituation theory to ingestive behavior has been consistently supported by research showing that a variety of responses related to ingestive behaviors, and eating itself, are reduced with repeated presentation of visual, olfactory, or gustatory cues (Epstein, Rodefer, Wisniewski, & Caggiula, 1992; Epstein, Saad, Giacomelli, & Roemmich, 2005; Epstein, Saad, et al., 2003; Wisniewski, Epstein, & Caggiula, 1992; Wisniewski, Epstein, Marcus, & Kaye, 1997). Paradigms that test habituation assess whether the reductions are stimulus specific, whether response strength can be reinstated by presenting a new stimulus, and whether the reductions can be prevented by altering stimuli during presentations of repeated food cues (Epstein et al., 1992; Epstein, Saad, et al., 2005; Epstein, Saad, et al., 2003; Wisniewski et al., 1992, 1997). Increased intake with food variety may be due in part to dishabituation or the failure to habituate when a variety of foods is presented (H. A. Raynor & Epstein, 2001).

Theoretical advances by McSweeney and colleagues (McSweeney et al., 1996; McSweeney & Roll, 1998; McSweeney & Swindell, 1999) have shown that instrumental behavior can also
habituate. For example, responses engaged in to obtain food usually are high in the beginning of an experimental session but decrease within the session. Providing a new food reinstates responding, consistent with a habituation model of instrumental behavior (Myers & Epstein, 2002) and inconsistent with energy depletion or homeostatic models of eating. The usual mechanism thought to inhibit further eating is satiation, which McSweeney argued cannot provide a complete explanation of why people stop eating (McSweeney & Roll, 1998).

Research Gaps and Ideas for Research

There are many gaps in research on food reinforcement. Ideas for research have been presented throughout this review, but several areas for future research on food reinforcement are highlighted.

Naturalistic Analogues to Laboratory Measures of Food Reinforcement

Laboratory methods for assessing food reinforcement provide a flexible, objective way to assess food reinforcement. The construct of reinforcement may not be limited to laboratory measures but may be readily generalized to a variety of naturalistic measures. There are natural differences in access to foods based on food purchases and storage, convenience, and amount of preparation required. The reinforcing value of a processed, portion-controlled, and prepared high energy dense snack food may be more reinforcing than that of a package of raw vegetables that requires washing, cutting up, and creating servings (consider a bag of potato chips versus a bag of whole carrots), but the situation may be very different if you compare a bag of potato chips versus a portion-controlled package of baby carrots served with a nonfat ranch dressing. Similarly, a full-fat hamburger may be preferred when compared with a turkey burger, but what about the comparison of a cooked turkey burger on a bun with appropriate condiments versus a frozen hamburger that has to be cooked?

Reinforcer efficacy in the natural environment can be quantified by using token economies, or systems in which points or tokens are earned and then exchanged for reinforcers. It would be possible to vary the amount of work required to earn tokens, and stronger reinforcers should support more work. The amount of work can be conceptualized in different ways. For example, if the basic unit of work was conceptualized as an office task, such as folding letters, or piece work, such as sewing a garment, then work could be conceptualized as the number of units of work completed. It is also possible to conceptualize the amount of work in relationship to the difficulty of the task, with the hypothesis that more reinforcing alternatives would support effort for more challenging tasks. Work can also be defined in terms of the amount of physical work completed, such that more reinforcing alternatives would support more work as defined by watts on a calibrated bicycle ergometer.

An analogue for response effort may be price, and behavioral cost to obtain a reinforcer may influence response rates similarly to how price influences purchases of a commodity. For example, as price increases, purchases of a product decrease, similar to the relationship between increases in behavioral cost and decreases in response rate and consumption. Likewise, increasing purchases of a product when the price of that product stays the same but the price of an alternative product increases is evidence of substitution (or cross–price elasticity), similar to the increases in responding for access to a behavior when the behavioral cost of that behavior is stable but the behavioral cost of the alternative is increased (Goldfield & Epstein, 2002). The theoretical analysis of the relationship between behavioral cost and response rate in terms of demand functions presented in the earlier section on reinforcing value is based on economic principles. Bickel and Madden (1999) suggest choice of responding when presented with concurrent alternatives provides similar information to demand curves observed when single alternatives are studied. A consistent body of research has shown that manipulating price is a reliable method for modifying food purchases (French et al., 2001; French, Jeffery, Story, Hannan, & Snyder, 1997; French, Story, et al., 1997; Horgen & Brownell, 2002). Changes in price could be effective in reducing energy consumption even if obese people found food more reinforcing and were more motivated to purchase unhealthy foods. It would be important to complement changes in prices of less healthy alternatives with incentives to purchase healthier foods in combination with educational and media programs educating consumers about what types of foods to purchase.

Although there are similarities between price and behavioral cost, to our knowledge there have been no direct comparisons of how changes in behavioral cost might be related to changes in price. Research should compare if changes in behavioral cost and changes in price are associated with similar changes in behavior by using laboratory analogues of price changes (Epstein, Dearing, Handley, Roemmich, & Paluch, 2006; Epstein, Handley, et al., 2006) as well as naturalistic experiments that manipulate price and observe purchases and consumption (French et al., 2001; French, Jeffery, et al., 1997; French, Story, et al., 1997; Horgen & Brownell, 2002). Because changes in price, either by reducing the relative price of healthier alternatives or increasing the price of less healthy alternatives, could provide policy implications for improving eating and health, these studies could represent an important bridge between basic laboratory research and public policy. Bickel and colleagues have discussed the use of these behavioral paradigms to examine public policy implications for drug abuse (Bickel & DeGrandpre, 1995, 1996).

Behavioral Choice and Eating

One common goal in eating and obesity research is to shift preference from less healthy, highly reinforcing food to healthier, but perhaps less reinforcing, food. Many people attempt to shift consumption from less healthy to healthier foods to lose weight, reduce cholesterol, and so on. One of the biggest challenges for these behavior changes is that there is substantial relapse in these behavior changes (Jeffery et al., 2000), which suggests that regular consumption of these healthier foods does not result in these foods becoming very reinforcing in the context of less healthy alternatives. Research is needed to study how to increase the reinforcing value of these healthier alternatives. For example, it would be ideal if procedures could be developed to increase the motivation of people to consume fruits and vegetables. If an increase in the reinforcing value of these healthier alternatives cannot be achieved, research is needed to evaluate how much constraint on access to the less healthy, more-preferred alternatives is required before people shift choice on a long-term basis to healthier foods.
An attractive alternative to healthier foods as an option for behavior change is to identify or develop behavioral, nonfood alternatives or substitutes to food reinforcement. The development of nonfood alternatives may directly apply to situations in which excess energy intake is consumed in snacks and a behavioral goal is snack reduction. An alternative goal may be to reduce the time spent in meal consumption by providing attractive alternatives that reduce the motivation to consume excess energy. Many people have the experiences of being engaged in interesting or motivated activities that cause missing meals or of only allocating sufficient time to the meal to consume needed energy but not allocating enough time to eating to result in excess energy consumption. Although initial attempts to develop alternatives to eating have not resulted in reductions in energy intake or body weight (Epstein, Roemmich, Stein, Paluch, & Kilanowski, 2005), more research is needed to assess other types of alternatives, or new ways to frame the choice situations.

There may be individual differences in who substitutes healthier foods for less healthy foods or who substitutes alternative activities for less healthy foods. These could be behavioral differences based on experience or the history of eating or could be genetic differences that are related to the reinforcing value of food. Identifying individual differences in food reinforcement could help identify who may benefit most from specific interventions that focus on substitution of healthier foods, such as fruits and vegetables, for less healthy alternatives (Goldfield & Epstein, 2002).

### Parameters of Food Deprivation/Satiation and Reinforcing Value

One of the most powerful ways to increase the reinforcing value of food is food deprivation. This is important because many approaches to changing eating behavior require or are associated with reductions in energy intake. Research is needed to identify the relationship between food deprivation and changes in food reinforcement.

One hypothesis is that food reinforcement increases when energy depletion occurs, and there is a dose–response relationship between the degree of deprivation and the increase in reinforcing value. Parametric work is needed to assess how food deprivation is related to changes in reinforcing value and if there a window in which energy can be restricted without increasing reinforcing value. For example, is an energy restriction of 50 calories, 100 calories, or 250 calories enough to increase the motivation to eat? Although a reduction of 250 calories per day may represent small behavior changes, this could lead to a weight loss of one-half pound per week, or 26 pounds for the year, which would represent substantial weight change. Research does suggest that more moderate changes that are maintained can result in better long-term weight loss than can traditional dietary approaches (Shrocco, Nedegaard, Stone, & Lewis, 1999).

It is also possible that it is not the energy deficit that causes the increase in reinforcing value but rather the deprivation of specific foods. It would be interesting to assess changes in reinforcing value over time in conditions that reduced energy intake in part by removing unhealthy often-preferred alternatives versus a condition that reduced energy intake but ensured that the person had access to usual preferred foods, though the portion sizes of these foods would be controlled.

Satiation is the opposite of deprivation, and the reinforcing value decreases as food is consumed until reinforcer satiation is reached. It would be interesting to assess the dose–response effect for satiation to determine whether regular consumption of small portions of a favorite food could result in a reduction in reinforcing value of that food, which may make it easier to reduce energy intake without increasing food deprivation. It may be possible to consume small portions of a favorite food within an energy-restricted diet if consuming that favorite food reduces the motivation to overeat and be in positive energy balance.

### Determinants of Food Reinforcement

Research is needed to identify the determinants of food reinforcement. This includes the characteristics of foods as well as differences in experience and learning history. Is reinforcing value related to macronutrients of food, or to sensory characteristics of food, such as taste or smell? There is a very large research base on how these factors relate to eating energy/macronutrient intake but limited research that generalizes this to the mechanism of food reinforcement. It would be important to know whether there are individual differences in food reinforcement, as some people may just be motivated to eat, whereas others are motivated to eat only specific foods.

Research is needed on experience or learning history factors that could influence food reinforcement. Food may become more reinforcing on the basis of pairing eating and specific foods with very pleasurable activities. For example, it is common to eat in social situations (de Castro, 1994), which may facilitate eating, and the pairing of eating with a pleasurable situation may increase the reinforcing value of food in that situation. The use of food as a reward is common within families (Baughcum, Burklow, Deeks, Powers, & Whitaker, 1998; Sherry et al., 2004), and there may be situations in which parents or other adults use food as rewards in a positive context (Birch, Zimmerman, & Hind, 1980) that can increase the reinforcing value of food. If reinforcing value is central to the motivation to eat and is a factor in obesity, then developing a better understanding of these factors may be important for the prevention or treatment of obesity.

### Summary

This article was designed to provide an overview of how food reinforcement and behavioral theories of choice can be used to understand eating and energy intake. One of the unique aspects of behavioral theories of choice is the way in which they can be used to understand factors that influence eating at multiple levels. These levels range from molecular genetics to the neurobiology of food reinforcement through how to treat and prevent obesity.

An important distinction between food reinforcement and more traditional approaches to eating is the potential for understanding nonregulatory ingestive behavior as opposed to eating that is maintained by nutrient or energy depletion or homeostatic need. It is likely that both of these areas of research are important in understanding factors that regulate intake. A focus on factors that influence eating outside of homeostatic need provides the opportunity to examine how nonfood reinforcers or behaviors influence eating as well as how factors such as accessibility and behavioral cost can shift consumption.
In a field that is potentially so broad, there is the need for research at each level of analysis, including research that focuses on behavioral conditions that influence food reinforcement as well as the biological basis for food reinforcement. There is much to be learned about how food reinforcement develops, what maintains food reinforcement, and how behavioral or pharmacological interventions modify food reinforcement. Perhaps the most informative research will be research that extends to multiple levels, that is, that combines the best behavioral and neurobiological approaches to better understand variables that influence the reinforcing value of food and the motivation to eat. Likewise, developing a better understanding of behavioral factors that influence food reinforcement and food intake may be important to improving the effectiveness of public health efforts to reduce the number of people with obesity and comorbid medical conditions associated with obesity.
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